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Western Liberal Media Attacks Tanzania’s President
John Magufuli for Exposing COVID-19 Tests and
Population Control in Africa

By Timothy Alexander Guzman
Global Research, July 07, 2020

Region: sub-Saharan Africa
Theme: Media Disinformation, Science and

Medicine

From the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, Tanzania’s President John ‘The Bulldozer’ Magufuli
exposed the fraud behind the Covid-19 testing kits and criticized the mass hysteria in
regards to the virus. Several mainstream media networks including Bloomberg News led an
attack against  Magufuli’s  actions regarding how his  government has responded to the
pandemic. Bloomberg News reporter Antony Sguazzin published ‘Africa’s ‘Bulldozer’ Runs
Into Covid-19, Claims God on His Side’, the title itself already mocks Magufuli for mentioning
God when it comes to Covid-19, but Sguazzin conveniently bypasses what Magufuli actually
said in his article and criticizes him to the point of hostility:

Tanzania’s maverick President John Magufuli has used his strong personality to
cow corrupt civil servants and force foreign mining companies to pay millions
of dollars in outstanding tax. The coronavirus may be less responsive

What a way for Antony Sguazzin to begin his propaganda piece by calling him the “maverick
President”:

Last week, he became the first African leader to declare victory over the virus,
even though health data haven’t been released for more than a month. He’s
criticized the national laboratory for exaggerating the number of infections,
dismissed health experts and discouraged the wearing of masks, all the while
saying God will  protect Tanzania. Restrictions on social gatherings such as
weddings will be lifted from June 29, when schools can reopen

As Squazzin continued his attack by claiming that there were deaths and nighttime burials
by  health  officials  in  a  video  published  by  Al  Jazeera  that  neither  confirms  or  denies  the
accusations.  The  video  could  have  been  filmed  anywhere  in  the  African  continent  where
outbreaks like Ebola and other health crisis have emerged in the past. The US embassy had
warned that contracting Covid-19 was “extremely high” in the main city of Dar es Salaam
and that hospitals were overwhelmed despite the number of cases being reported by the
Tanzanian government at 509 cases and with more than 21 deaths:

But the president’s optimism is belied by reports of  deaths and nighttime
burials  by  health  officials  wearing  personal  protective  equipment.  Dozens  of
Tanzanian truck drivers who had to undergo screening at border posts have
tested  positive.  The  U.S.  Embassy  warned  last  month  that  the  risk  of
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contracting the virus in the main city, Dar es Salaam, male was “extremely
high” and that hospitals were overwhelmed

Sguazzin said that Magufuli’s response to activists who were detained because of their
criticism towards  his  government  of  how he was handling Covid-19 pandemic  was by
intimidating the public:

Nicknamed “the bulldozer” for his no-nonsense approach when he was minister
of  works,  Magufuli  has  made  intimidation  and  bravado  a  feature  of  his
presidency  since  assuming  office  in  2015.  His  campaign  to  fight  graft  —  he
often fired people while cameras were rolling — earned him widespread praise
and elevated his authority within the ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi party.

Crackdowns on the media and those who poke fun at the government mean
that criticism of how Magufuli is handling the outbreak is mostly restricted to
social  media.  Official  information  is  limited  and  tightly  controlled.  At  least  13
journalists, students and politicians have been detained since March 23 for
distributing information about the virus, Tanzania’s Legal and Human Rights
Centre said

The 13 journalists, students and politicians who are being held for distributing information
about Covid-19 is a human rights issue and extreme to go that far if all allegations are true.

Magufuli’s government’s stance on the LGBTQ community is also extreme since they jail
people up to 30 years in prison if you are convicted, but unfortunately that’s happens all
over Africa and many countries around the world including in the most brutal dictatorship on
the planet who is also a friend to the US is Saudi Arabia, where they execute people from
the LGBTQ community but that is rarely mentioned in the mainstream media.

Since Magufuli was elected, he has slashed his own salary from $15,000 a month to $4,000
and reduced his government from 30 to 11 ministries. He also cut excessive government
spending in various areas including foreign travel by government officials and canceling the
World’s AIDs Day in Tanzania and decided to use the funds for AIDS medications.

Magufuli also suspended Independence Day in 2015 to declare a national cleanup day to
reduce the spread of cholera and to improve the health system in the country. To increase
domestic production, it was reported in 2017 that Tanzania banned exporting unprocessed
ores for domestic smelting purposes.  Magufuli also amended laws to renegotiate mining
contracts or even terminate them if fraud is suspected. It’s apparent that Magufuli is a
nationalist. Magufuli has done some bad, but he also has done some good, especially when
he exposed Covid-19 testing kits as a fraud. Now the Mainstream media is attacking his
policies and what he says concerning the Covid-19 consensus. What angered the West and
the mainstream media is not what Magufuli  is claiming about God, it is what he did to prove
that the Covid-19 test kits were inaccurate and that’s what Sguazzin forgot to mention. 
Magufuli has proved to the world that the covid-19 test kits are a fraud and what the World
Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) claims are on the
dangers of the virus is basically false.

Magufuli explains how he tested the test takers by instructing his country’s security services
to send various samples to the Covid-19 testing labs that were not human:
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We took samples from goats, we took samples from sheeps, we took samples
from Pawpaws, we even took samples from car oil and we took samples from
other  different  things  and  we  took  samples  to  the  laboratory  without
them knowing and we even named all the samples, like the sample from the
car oil, we named it Jabil Hamza, 30 years old, male, the results came back
negative. When we took the sample from a jackfruit, we named it Sara Samuel,
45 years old, female. The results came back inconclusive. When we took the
samples from a Pawpaw, we named it Elizabeth Ane, 26 years, female, the
results from the Pawpaw came back positive, that it has corona. That means
the liquid from the pawpaw is positive.” We took samples from (a bird type)
called Kware, the results came back positive. We took samples from a rabbit,
the results came back undeterminent. We took samples from a goat and the
results came back positive. We took samples from a sheep and it came back
negative and so on and so on

This is where Magufuli made his point:

So now when you see this, you have taken the samples and say they are
humans and the results come back positive that they have corona, that means
all the pawpaws should be in isolation also and when you take goat samples
and they are also positive, that means all the goats that we have here by
assumption or maybe the goat with the sample which was taken should also
should also be in isolation. and when you take jackfruit (durian) and it’s also
positive that liquid from the jackfruit (durian) which we named it Elizabeth,
meaning Elizabeth the Jackfruit (Durian) that means all the Jackfruits (Durian)
should be in isolation also so when you notice something like this, you must
know there is a dirty game played in these tests

Magufuli also said that the people who work in the laboratories are most likely bought and
paid for by special interests:

That there unbelievable things happening in this country, either the laboratory
workers in there are bought by people with money, either they are not well
educated which isn’t true because this laboratory is used for other diseases,
either  the  samples  which  are  brought  in  because  even  the  reagents  are
imported, because even the swambs are also imported, so it’s a must that
something is actually going on

Magufuli earned instant criticism from US and European media networks on his leadership
with allegations of corruption and human rights abuses considering the imprisonment of
journalists, students and politicians who criticized his government. Whether corruption in
the  Tanzanian  government  is  true  or  not,  many  countries  in  Africa  are  corrupt  with
dictatorships.  There  was  also  regime  change  operations  backed  by  Western  powers
including the US when they gave the CIA the green light to set up the assassination of
Zaire’s  President  Patrice  Lamumba  in  1961  and  in  1966,  the  CIA  overthrew  Ghana’s  first
president under its  new independence,  Kwame Nkrumah, a pan-Africanist  and an anti-
imperialist who authored a book titled ‘Neo-Colonialism: The Last Stage of Imperialism’. We
must also take into account the centuries old European colonialism since the Portuguese
built its trading posts in the late 15th century, followed up by US interventions in Africa
during the Cold War leading up to the United States Africa Command (AFRICOM) which was
created under  the George W. Bush regime in  2007.   The US military and intelligence
apparatus currently have numerous military bases all over Africa in efforts to stop Chinese
and  Russian  influence  and  to  control  the  natural  resources  which  has  basically  put  the
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African continent at a disadvantage in comparison to the rest of the world.  In this case,
Magufuli has actually stood up to the powers that be and took a stand for his people.

Western Imperialism Did Not End: Population Control, Birth Control to Experimenting with
Dangerous Vaccines

In 2018, liberal media network, CNN headlined with ‘Don’t Use Birth Control, ‘Tanzania’s
President Tells Women In The Country’ said that “Tanzania’s President John Magufuli has
told women in the East African nation to stop taking birth control pills because the country
needs more people,  according to local  media reports.”  Magufuli  was quoted in a local
newspaper called The Citizen in a public rally saying that “those going for family planning
are lazy … they are afraid they will not be able to feed their children. They do not want to
work hard to feed a large family and that is why they opt for birth controls and end up with
one or two children only.” According to CNN, “he was quoted in a local newspaper, The
Citizen, as saying that those advocating for birth control were foreign and had sinister
motives.”Which by all means is true.

Magufuli’s  understands  how the  depopulation  agenda  works.  CNN  mentions  Jacqueline
Mahon the representative for Tanzania for the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) who
was present at the time at least according to The Citizen quoted Magufuli saying that “I
have traveled to Europe and I have seen the effects of birth control. In some countries they
are now struggling with declining population. They have no labor force.” Then of course, in
an old propaganda tactic which CNN loves to use, they criticized the President on other
various issues including his stance on how women lawmakers should dress:

In  another  development,  the speaker  of  the Tanzanian parliament banned
female lawmakers from wearing fake nails and eyelashes in parliament.  “With
the  powers  vested  in  me  by  the  Constitution  of  the  United  Republic  of
Tanzania,  I  now  ban  all  MPs  with  false  eyelashes  and  false  finger  nails  from
stepping  into  Parliament,”  Job  Ndugai  said,  a  day  after  Magufuli’s
comments.  The new rules also ban women MPs from wearing short dresses
and jeans. Female visitors to parliament are also expected to adhere to the
dress code

In September 2018, the World Economic Forum (WEF) website headlined with ‘Bill Gates has
a warning about population growth’  it  began with “rapid population growth in some of
Africa’s poorest countries could put at risk future progress towards reducing global poverty
and improving health, according to a report by the philanthropic foundation of Bill Gates.”

The site quoted what Gates had told reporters  “population growth in Africa is a challenge.”
The WEF article mentioned what the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation’s own report had
discovered in their research and it “found that poverty in Africa is increasingly concentrated
in a few countries, which also have among the fastest-growing populations in the world.”
The report claimed that “by 2050, it projected, more than 40 percent of world’s extremely
poor people will live in just two countries: Democratic Republic of the Congo and Nigeria.”
Gates was asked about growing populations and an increase of poverty in Africa and he said
that access to birth control combined with investments in health and education for the
younger generation was necessary. Gates said that “the biggest things are the modern tools
of contraception” and “If you have those things available then people have more control
over being able to space their children.”
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Forbes magazine recently published ‘Bill And Melinda Gates Have Sharp Words For U.S.’
Lack Of Leadership Role In Fighting Pandemic’ on a virtual Forbes philanthropy summit with
the genocidal power couple, Melinda Gates spoke on who should get the vaccines first, and
they are black and the indigenous people:

There are 60 million healthcare workers [around the world]. They deserve to
get the vaccine first, they’re the ones dealing with this on the front lines, trying
to keep us all safe. And then you have to start to tier from there, based on the
countries and the populations. Here in the United States, it’s going to be Black
people  who  really  should  get  it  first  and  many  indigenous  people,  as  well  as
people with underlying symptoms, and then elderly people 

In other words, black and the indigenous people will be guinea pigs once again.

Forbes  also  reported  that  “The  couple,  whose  Bill  and  Melinda  Gates  Foundation  has
committed  more  than  $350  million  to  fight  the  coronavirus,  plans  to  utilize  two
nonprofits—The Global Fund To Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, and Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance—to  help  equitably  distribute  therapeutics  and  vaccines  to  developing
countries.”   There is  good news in  regards to Africa as Fox news  reported about  the
Covid-19 vaccine trials in South Africa ‘Protest versus Africa’s 1st COVID-19 vaccine test
shows  fear’  said  that  “Protesters  against  Africa’s  first  COVID-19  vaccine  trial  burned  their
face masks Wednesday as experts note a worrying level of resistance and misinformation
around testing on the continent” and that the “Anti-vaccine sentiment in Africa is “the worst
I’ve ever seen,” the CEO of the GAVI vaccine alliance, Seth Berkley, told an African Union
vaccine conference last week.” The Fox news report explains why the African people is
concerned:

But  the  small  band  of  demonstrators  who  gathered  Wednesday  at  the
University of  the Witwatersrand, where the trial  is  based, reflect long-running
fears among some in Africa over testing drugs on people who don’t understand
the risks.

“The people chosen as volunteers for the vaccination, they look as if they’re
from poor backgrounds, not qualified enough to understand” protest organizer
Phapano Phasha told The Associated Press ahead of the event. “We believe
they are manipulating the vulnerable”

The report also mentioned the controversial French doctor, Jean-Paul Mira, head of intensive
care at Cochin hospital in Paris said “If I can be provocative, shouldn’t we be doing this
study in Africa, where there are no masks, no treatments, no resuscitation?” comparing the
corona virus to previous AIDS studies: “In prostitutes, we try things because we know that
they are highly exposed and that they do not protect themselves.”

The imperial mentality by the west to control Africa’s population growth and to test Africans
with vaccines has been proven time and time again to be dangerous and problematic for the
African people.  Tanzania’s president John Magufuli has helped expose Western intentions in
Africa especially when it comes to the Covid-19 testing kits giving false positive results.  The
mainstream  media  quickly  criticizes  those  who  do  not  follow  Western  instituted
depopulation  programs  from  the  US  and  Europe  such  as  Magufuli  who  actually  did
something right in the face of Covid-19 hysteria. Magufuli is now the subject of Western
media criticism and mockery not because he mentioned God, it’s because he is not following
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the program, it’s pretty obvious at this point.

*
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